A well known theorem of E. Borel states the surjectivity of the map B which will be called the Borel map. In Sec. 1 it will be shown that B is even a ^-quotient-map in the sense of [1] ; see below. Using this result one obtains in Sec. 2 an elegant description of the smooth structure of the space J°°(X,Y) of jets of infinite order between smooth manifolds X and Y, and in Sec. 3 an intrinsic characterization of smooth differential operators. For the notion of smooth structure we refer to [1] .
The intrinsic characterization of J°°(X,Y) can be generalized to the case of arbitrary smooth spaces X, Y; that of smooth differential operators to the case of convenient vector bundles (cf. [1] )-Whether this is useful mainly depends on possible generalizations of the properties of the Borel map B. Surjectivity of B is known to hold for E = IR n and F any Frfechet space and to fail even for E = IR if F is an arbitrary convenient vector space. The notion of u-local operator was used by Slovak in [5] where he proved, using Whitney's extension theorem, that w-localness implies the following stronger property:
($f) (y) only depends on the oo-jet of f at u(y) . We therefore get a unique map $ making commutative the diagram which means that (if) (y) = <fi (oj(y) , ( a a f (u(y) ) ) a ) .
If we suppose $ to be smooth, then I is smooth and using that if = B» (amid) is a C°°-quotient-map the smoothness of <f> follows. Conversely <p smooth implies I and thus also $ to be smooth.
